This article examines the relationship between feminist theologies and women's poetry and fiction. Using Sheila Hassell Hughes' work on this same relationship as a point of departure, I contend that feminist theologians rely on literature by women for a variety of reasons, and I focus on how literature by women offers feminist theologies a multitude of examples of women's experience, embodied experience in particular. If women's experience is the starting point for a truly feminist theology, women's writing seems an obvious source of the theologian's materialist and semiotic quest.
In her reading of feminist theologians' use of women's poetry, Sheila Hassell Hughes argues that Johnson's inclusion of this epigraph is one example of a practice of disembodiment performed by Johnson and many of her peers. Hughes suggests that their selective quoting is critical misreading, and her harshest criticism comes in the charge that Johnson hides the passion and eroticism of this poem in which Rich directly addresses her lover, Westindian writer Michelle Cliff. While her goal is to discuss how feminist theologians use literature by women in their theologies, Hughes spends a good deal of time evaluating them as literary critics and finding Johnson, and Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza among others, wanting. When Hughes discusses Rebecca Chopp's use of Marge Piercy, she notes that Chopp reads the poem alongside feminist theory, traces its formal and theoretical development, and argues that 'Chopp's use of Piercy is also more ethical because it wreaks less violence on the body of Piercy's work'. 2 However, it seems to me that Chopp relies more upon the work of literary critics and the theorists who inform them, such as Yeager, Hélène 50
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Cixous and Luce Irigary, than she does on the literary epigraphs she includes, culled from writing by Piercy, Margaret Atwood and Ursula le Guin. Hughes writes, 'for She Who Is to obscure all this, and generally to avoid discussion of sexuality altogether, significantly violates the integrity of the poem'. 3 It seems to me that Hughes overreacts, that there are better ways to read Johnson's inclusion of the quotation. In terms of Johnson's text, while woman as embodied subject comes into play in this book, as it does in most texts of feminist theology, She Who Is identifies the theological and feminist problem to be one of representation: 'What is the right way to speak about God?'. 4 Given her biography-Johnson is a Catholic nun teaching in the academyand given her aims in this book-to create appropriate and meaningful feminist discourse about God-Johnson needed an epigraph that invites readers to consider the female creative process, to think about how women can draw from a variety of materials to form something new. Johnson draws from contemporary and classical theology, and from various feminist sources to compose new ways to speak about God. Further, because of its length, nearly two hundred lines, Johnson could not include all of 'Transcendental Etude' as an epigraph. Rather, she chose a fitting section of an important poem by a feminist as the introduction to a feminist theological text.
Further, the poem is much more than the address to Cliff that Hughes claims it is. While Rich dedicates the poem to Cliff, it is as much a criticism of patriarchal practice, with 'drunken gunmen' slaughtering female deer, and a focus on female mentorship and mother/daughter relationships as on lesbian love. 5 As Leigh Gilmore argues, in this poem the other woman functions 'as an enabling force, a symbol offering access to the Symbolic realm, and, potentially (but not solely), a lover, and creative force '. 6 Furthermore, the poem is, in part, about writing women's lives. The opening section turns away from the hunters to focus on the deer, 'alive and free, / nibbling apples from early-laden boughs […] / they seem eternal'. 7 The implied equation of female body and female nature hints towards Eve, but only as hungering female body, and leads to the second section's Harde Making of Our Lives a Study 51 opening juxtaposition of fragile nature against a dirty world of commerce and violence. This section closes with a series of references to nature and life: 'a green so dense with life, / minute, momentary life', 'a lifetime is too narrow / to understand it all, beginning with the huge / rockshelves that underlie all that life'. 8 With 'lifetime' Rich moves past general discussions of human life and natural history into the idea of the human subject and its place in nature and history. The third section opens with a discussion of writing female subjectivity, an enterprise necessary to both feminism and feminist theology. Having deepened the line between men and women early on, Rich aligns herself with all women in a general 'we' as she describes various relationships between women, how they must and should change how women speak about themselves. The ninth section culminates in a description of women coming together with a desire that erases the 'homesickness' that runs throughout the middle sections. This section is about erotic, but not explicitly sexual, action that fuses the physical and spiritual into the creative. These are its final lines: two women, eye to eye measuring each other's spirit, each other's limitless desire, a whole new poetry beginning here. 9 Johnson draws her epigraph from the tenth and final section of 'Transcendental Etude'. While I cannot say with certainty why she includes this epigraph, or the other texts and art that add resonance to She Who Is, I suggest that Johnson intends these inclusions to invite the reader to pause and consider their own thoughts and conclusions about the poetry or painting and its connections to her analysis and argument, an intention similar to Schüssler Fiorenza's as she explains it in But She Said. Schüssler Fiorenza notes that she begins each chapter's theoretical deliberations with a poem to invite the reader 'to use the introductory poem as a hermeneutical key'. 10 Like Schüssler Fiorenza, Johnson includes women's writing as a rhetorical strategy that allows the inclusion of other perspectives, of other women's lives, even as it invites readers to form their own interpretations. Although Johnson clearly selects and positions these texts with great care, she does not pause to connect them to her writing. Nor does she engage in 52 Feminist Theology any kind of analysis of them, literary or otherwise. Hughes is right to notice that Johnson selects from 'Transcendental Etude' to support her own practice in She Who Is, which is to glean, or to tear, from classical and contemporary theology that which she needs to form appropriate feminist speech about God. However, Hughes goes too far in accusing Johnson of misreading, through the use of ellipses, a poem that she really does not 'read' at all, at least not in any extended, explicatory manner.
However, while Johnson does not undertake an explication of the poem's entirety or of even the excerpt, I argue for the appropriateness of her epigraph. First, Johnson leaves off Rich's often quoted line, 'a whole new poetry beginning here'. 11 When a poem as well-known, readily available, frequently studied as 'Transcendental Etude' is mentioned, not even quoted in full or part, but simply mentioned, it brings with it a certain amount of cultural baggage. Bringing this poem, in some small way, to the attention of a feminist reader quite likely begins reverberations of its major themes and oft quoted lines. Johnson's text is not 'a whole new poetry', but She Who Is does break new ground in feminist theology and it does focus on feminist use of language. It may not be new poetry, but neither is it old prose. Second, Johnson's epigraph begins not with a scene of lesbian love, but with one woman quietly turning away from 'argument and jargon' to go alone to her kitchen and begin a reflective and creative act. 12 After the intense relational, often creative, acts of the rest of the poem, the woman seeks the solitude necessary for a creativity that may move towards community, but begins by diving deep into interiority; this is how 'vision begins to happen' At some point, the artist or writer, like the woman in the poem, like Rich, and like Johnson, must sit down, alone, and create. Thus when Johnson does speak about the poem, she talks about how she emulates the woman as she 'quietly pushes bits of insight from classical theology here and there in the effort to pull the tenets of a Christian feminist discourse together '. 13 11. Rich, 'Transcendental Etude', l. 147. 12. Claire Keyes argues that where Rich had previously treated women's art 'as a degraded attempt to fill time' in 'Mathilde in Normandy ' (1951) Further, Johnson is correct to elide the exact creative process depicted in the poem. Rich's woman could be quilting, braiding, weaving, or making a collage. Johnson does note how well all these actions work as metaphors for feminist scholarship, as 'it seeks to articulate new patterns from bits of contemporary experiences and ancient sources'. 14 Where Hughes argues that Johnson uses ellipses to hide 'the material bits' that are 'domestic, organic', 'natural, and fragile', because 'they offer little to analogise the tomes of Augustine or Aquinas', 15 I suggest that because Johnson recognizes the use of 'bits of contemporary experiences and ancient sources' as necessary to the feminist theological agenda, she is not hiding anything. Instead, she integrates throughout her text, Rich's 'finest findings-/ and the darkblue petal of the petunia, / and the dry darkbrown lace of seaweed ', 16 in the shape of classical theologies, contemporary women's experiences, feminist exegesis, and the reworking of symbol and metaphor into feminist speech about God. Johnson uses ellipses for what they are intended, to omit lengthy text that is unnecessary for the task at hand. Because she leaves in the 'small rainbow-colored shells', she does not need the full list of organic materials. While she may leave out the lesbian erotic, Johnson does include the eroticism of touch in the female creative process.
A point that Hughes does not argue, and one more interesting than why Johnson leaves out the beginning of the poem, since she does not really leave out the erotic and the organic, is her omission of the final lines of the poem:
only care for the many-lived, unending forms in which she finds herself, becoming now the sherd of broken glass slicing light in a corner, dangerous to flesh, not the plentiful, soft leaf that wrapped round the throbbing finger, soothes the wound; and now the stone foundation, rockshelf further forming underneath everything that grows. 17 These lines describe the poet as organic bit, now a piece of glass reflecting, now a leaf soothing, now the foundation 'forming underneath everything'. Regardless of how germinal her text is to the body 54 Feminist Theology of feminist theology, by stopping short of these lines, Johnson refuses to make such claims. What she includes, from her ellipses to the final line of her epigraph, shows her affinity with the creative process, as female, erotic, and organic. While she works with issues surrounding eternity, and with texts known for 'greatness, brilliance', Johnson makes clear that she writes as a feminist and woman, and her use of Rich aligns herself as writer with Rich's artist, even as it negates mind/body dualism, 'the musings of a mind / one with her body'. Johnson does not need to pause and explicate the artistic tendencies of the woman in the poem; rather, she needs to fulfill the agenda set out by the poem, in which the creative process, the 'composition', is occasioned and facilitated by 'a mind / one with her body'. Because Johnson's theology does not lose sight of women's embodied experience, her epigraph forms an appropriate welcome and introduction to She Who Is, without wreaking havoc on Rich's poem. A reading of the epigraph such as I have done performs only an additional welcome to Johnson's text, without explicating it in any substantive manner.
My consideration of the place of women's literature in texts of feminist theology began when I was casting about for appropriate methods of reading women's religious poetry. 18 While contemporary feminist theologies suggested to me meaningful ways to read women poets' understanding of religious faith and representations of the transcendent, I was also led to wonder why these writers draw so consistently from women's creative writing. One of the more striking features about feminist theologians as a collective body of thinkers is their reliance on their literary sisters and foremothers. They quote narrative, dialogue, and poetry, not just as interest-generating opening devices but also as elaboration and assertion. Like the poet, the theologian is caught up in language; both deal in language, through and beyond words, and the inclusion of literary texts by feminist theologians seems to me part of that effort. Thus, when Johnson samples a text like Rich's, she offers places for her readers to pause and reflect on their own interpretations. While these passages are a thoughtful, and thought-provoking rhetorical strategy, as well as a sign of 18. To ask why poetry is so important to the rhetorical strategies of feminist theologians is to suggest the expression of both feminist and theological impulses in the poetry itself. Following these lines of inquiry, it was my project to develop a poetics of feminist theology able to account for the theological preoccupations of American women's religious poetry, which I did in my doctoral dissertation, ' "Where my Hands are cut, Her Fingers will be found inside-": American Women Writers and the Tradition of Feminist Theology' (Queen's University, 2003).
Johnson's Christian feminist aesthetic, Hughes concludes that such omissions, like those made by Schüssler Fiorenza, accomplish a disembodiment of the poem which 'makes it easier, perhaps, for the theologian to assume the role of analogous substitute for the obscured figure'. 19 However, Hughes' ideas about embodied poetry and theologians' bodily substitution provide a point of departure from which to explore the question of why contemporary feminist theologians rely so heavily upon women's literature. Her work has led to my contention that literature by women offers feminist theologies a multitude of examples of women's experience, embodied experience in particular.
In Touching Our Strength, Carter Heyward writes that she wants, like Audre Lorde, ' "to write fire", to be erotic-touching, pressing, making connections, contributing what I can to the forging of that mutuality which characterizes right relation, or justice'. 20 While Heyward makes clear that she applies to Christianity a hermeneutic of embodiment in order to find a liberation theology that is both universal and personal, by aligning her intentions with Audre Lorde, she also privileges how she writes theology, how women's writing matters to her work. From its earliest texts, Valerie Saiving's germinal essay, 'The Human Situation' 21 and Mary Daly's The Church and the Second Sex, 22 feminist theology has purposefully grown as a poetically, rhetorically, and politically oriented body of work. As Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza writes in 'G*d at Work in Our Midst', feminist theologies are best understood 'as discursive sites of struggle over meaning, truth, values and visions'. 23 Because theology has always been dependent upon rhetoric and because feminism has taught women that the frame of their texts and their rhetorical strategies raise issues of power, the textual products of feminist theology inextricably connect the experience of women in religion to the poetic and aesthetic use of language. Feminist theologians insist that the dialectic 
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Feminist Theology in place between literature and theology takes shape in light of the interdependence between spiritual and material dimensions of human experience. As feminist theologians refer to and build upon the writing of other women, they compose a body of work that adds to the tradition of women writing. Because theology is ultimately concerned with lived religious experience, feminist theologians, as they search for sources, often answer Carolyn Heilbrun's call to write, or find in writing, women's lives.
While contemporary feminist theologians may draw upon women's writing for exemplar, pattern, and even language, their writing is far more than derivative or dependent. Over feminist theology's decades of growth and production, the achievements of feminist theologians as talented rhetoricians and (creative) language users has been consistent. Even as they 'write fire', they use rhetorical patterns and strategies systematically to forge a variable tool meant to fulfill religious, political, and cultural intentions. Speaking generally, in their writing practice, feminist theologians construct the voice and tone of the speaker as a fluid and communal space, partly through the inclusion of other voices in the form of women's literary texts. They attend to the triadic relationships between themselves, their audience, and their subject matter, most often through the formation and integration of their speaking/writing voice/s. The essaying practices of feminist theologians suggests that one goal of their communicative mandates has been to make obvious, visible, and flexible what has been hidden and assumed. In her reading of feminist poet-critics, Diane Freedman argues that by refusing to deny their many voices and the voices of others, these essayists demonstrate authority different from male power-discourses. Similarly, feminist theologians engage in processes of critical questioning by contrast and implication, and they often use the voices of others to engage their readers' compassion and attention. Further, through their use of personal and inclusive pronouns, they make clear that they write in the company of others. Their inclusion of quotations from women's poetry and fiction supports all of these aims. In the terms that Freedman uses regarding feminist poet-critics, they write a 'poetics of inclusion' in seeking a continuity between their writing and the inclusion of others' lives and words, 'of poetry as much as prose; of intuition, angst, and cheer as much as analysis '. 24 24. Diane P. I posit that there is much more at stake in this poetics of inclusion than figuring a community of women's voices simply through quotation. When hermeneutical problems arise, creative language can bridge communicative gaps, form sites for interrogation, and allow tentative understanding of the transcendent, through the figurative and the literal. Feminist theologians rely on women's poetry to bridge these gaps. Joined to this strategy are feminist theology's hermeneutics of experience and embodiment. I posit that the need to include women's experience, in particular embodied experience, in part drives feminist theology's poetics of inclusion. Hughes argues that 'women's literature has provided feminist theologies with alternative 'sacred texts'. 25 She further points out that by 'incorporating women's literature into the body of theological works, as well as adopting poetic practices themselves, feminist theologians are engaging in new and risky crossdisciplinary ventures'. 26 Rather than 'risky', it seems to me that contemporary feminist theologians draw from the most obvious of sources: the textual products of women's experience and imagination. And, they do so with a postmodern vision that contests the boundaries between forms, as patterns of poetic devices, genres, as the most basic modes of writing, and contents, as the political or aesthetic agenda.
In 'Feminist Interpretation', Rosemary Radford Ruether makes explicit the importance of women's experience to feminist theology even as she draws implicit connections between that theorising and its textual products. She writes that experience operates in an interacting dialectic of experience of the divine and experience of oneself, in relationship to society and the world: 'received symbols, formulas, and laws are either authenticated or not through their ability to illuminate and interpret existence in a way that is experienced as meaningful'. 27 In her focus on points of interpretation and their preservation, Ruether implies the importance of writing to the project of feminist theology, in particular of women writing their experience. When she goes on to claim women's experience as key to a cultural hermeneutics, and to define it as 'an infusion of liberating empowerment from beyond the patriarchal cultural context, which allows them to critique and stand out against these androcentric interpretations of who and Feminist Theology what they are', 28 Ruether infers that this key will be played out in a textual product, that the critique will in some way involve women revisiting and interpreting their experiences through the creative and critical act of writing. If women's experience is the starting point for a truly feminist theology, women's writing seems the obvious source of the theologian's materialist and semiotic quest.
However, feminist theology's reliance on women's writing is not always seen as benign. In 'An Open Letter to Mary Daly', Audre Lorde noted the occasion of the publication of Daly's Gyn/Ecology, and the inclusion of her work within it by asking: 'Mary, do you ever really read the work of black women? Did you read my words, or did you merely finger through them for quotations […] ? '. 29 With this loaded question, Lorde both accuses Daly of cherry-picking her work and implies that as a white, middle-class theologian, Daly has no right to draw from the text of a black woman. While I agree that Daly may be wrong for using Lorde's text to make essentialist claims about women's experience, if she quotes from Lorde's work with sensitivity, if that quotation both supports and enriches the feminist and theological claims she makes without misrepresenting or disrespecting the author or her text, then Daly has as much right to quote from Lorde as Johnson does from Rich. With regard to using women's literature in an essentialising fashion, either biologically or psychologically, feminist theologians have a generally heightened awareness of the problems of essentialising women's experience even as they acknowledge the need for some identifying solidarity. 30 Fuss's contention that while appeals to pure or natural femininity are vicious essentialism, the dependence of feminist politics, at least in part, on the category of 'woman,' Dodson Gray, in her view of women's lifewriting, notes the writers' awareness of the diversity of their lives, and that their affirmation of that diversity keeps them from generalizing about their personal reflections: 'These writings are rooted in the particular. They are clothed in the subjective. They are luminous with the sights, sounds, and feel of a real individual woman's life'. 31 Linda Hogan argues that the women's movement has appropriated the category of women's experience as 'essentially a celebration of the plurality and diversity of women's lives, choices, values', even as she points out that this category may not be appropriated uncritically, and 'must be deconstructed by those whose experiences have been marginal-for example poor women or women of colour' (Hogan 1997: 11) . 32 Finally, Pamela Dickey Young makes clear feminist theology's awareness of essentialist thought and the strength it derives from, even as it is challenged by, the diversity of women's lives:
Feminist theologians agree that one must begin with experience and context […] early on in feminist theology, as in feminist thought generally, there was an assumption made that 'woman' was one category and that one could define what 'women's experience' was. But as new women's voices enter the dialogue, the variety and diversity of voices shows us how difficult it is to make statements for 'women'. Here, the strength of this diversity is in the richness and depth it adds to our thinking. 33 Because of this wide awareness of the problems of essentialist thought, I contend that while there are many reasons feminist theologians have for drawing from women's writing, making claims about the essence of 'woman', or for the universality of women's experiences are not often among them.
Further, feminist theologians include women's creative writing both to represent the power women gain from religious experience and to reflect women's experience of suffering. In the first case, al- though the theologians may discuss at length personal experience of the transcendent, they enrich their own reflections and add different perspectives by including other women's discussions of religious experience; they use women's literature to evoke, as much as to explain, women's experience. 34 In the second case, in order to stand with those who suffer, theologians need to include writing about suffering. As Heilbrun argues, 'literature is both the fruit and the nourishment of the imagination. We must look to it not only for the articulation of female despair and constriction, but also for the proclamation of the possibilities of life'. 35 As largely non-analytic forms of discourse, fiction and poetry are better able than other forms to convey the complex life experiences of one group to another. While noting the particulars of her own experience, Adrienne Rich describes the meaning of her creative writing to the general culture and to women: When feminist theologians draw from women's writing, nothing is lost or sacrificed, that their casting about for meaningful expressions of women's experience is appropriate. Given Rich's statement above, each of these borrowings may be seen as communal, which is not to 34. Interestingly, while Denise Lardner Carmody refuses to make ' "women's experience" a decisive criterion by which to determine anything', and finds it unchristian, for 'we, women or men, are but creatures of a day' (Denise Lardner Carmody, Virtuous Woman: Reflections on Christian Feminist Ethics [Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1992] , p. x), she frequently turns to extended readings of women's experience in literature to discuss her own christology. For example, as Carmody discusses the protagonist of Ellen Gilchrist's The Anna Papers (New York: Little, Brown, 1988) , she views the actions and experiences of the fictional Anna as she would a 'real' person, and posits how Anna would behave had she become fully Christian. While she dismisses women's experience as a hermeneutic category, her reading of Anna enables her to understand experience in light of God's love (Virtuous Woman, p. 5). Similarly, she examines the experience of the protagonist of Jane Smiley's Ordinary Love and Good Will (New York: Knopf, 1990) , and finds the woman to have 'a religious vacuum at the center' (Virtuous Woman, Furthermore, while feminist theologians often do not perform their own reading of the literary text, they often draw from its language and incorporate its ideas amongst their own. I have been convinced by both approaches: when Johnson needed an expression of the female creative process, she turned appropriately to Rich; when she needed a woman's expression of suffering, she quoted Maya Angelou's 'where love is a scream of anguish', 37 and that scream, while not discussed, echoes through her description of suffering female bodies. When Young needed an example of how aesthetic value can enrich religious experience, she turned to the scene in The Color Purple, where Shug and Celie discuss the aesthetic experience as pleasing to God. 38 When Kristine M. Rankka 39 needed help in articulating her own 'rowing toward God', she began with Anne Sexton's rowing poems, and she opened her search for meaning in suffering by quoting and examining the experience of the speaker in Sexton's 'The Big Boots of Pain'. When Mary Grey needed a methodology for recovering redemption as a dynamic concept in feminist theology, she found her guide in Adrienne Rich's maxim, 'trust roots', then looked to the experience of women in her own family to see the roots of compassion as strength. Grey draws from Rich, Margaret Atwood and Doris Lessing to rejuvenate theological discourse as she argues that 'our failure to nurture religious language has meant that it becomes a tool for politicians '. 40 37. Johnson 
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When Carter Heyward, in Touching Our Strength, wanted to affirm how Scripture, as a resource of spiritual authority, 'may inform a sexual theology by inviting us to perceive the sacred as embodied in our yearning for mutual relation', she drew from Gloria Naylor and Alice Walker. 41 In each case, whether explicated, abbreviated, or let alone, the literary text adds something to the theological: a hermeneutical key whose absence would make the theology less accessible, perhaps, or less profound.
In the cases when feminist theologians pause to expand upon and integrate the literature into their writing, they most often discuss the writing as examples of women's experience. Whether the writing is biographical or fictional, it is taken as the product of some woman's life. For example, Melanie Morrison quotes from Rich in several places, and pauses to link the poetry to her text. She quotes from 'Women and Honor', a series of notes, aphorisms, and prose poems in On Lies, Secrets, and Silence, to close her penultimate chapter, but leads into them with a discussion of the need to share, especially pain, with one's community. Morrison examines how Rich makes the same case, although in a secular fashion, as she links Rich's thoughts on truthtelling to the Christian processes of confession and forgiveness. 42 I cannot say whether or not Rich, who is Jewish, would take offence at this Christian assumption or see her work as misread, but I posit that because Morrison focuses on the Christian processes as builder of community, Rich would see her ideas about truth-telling as part of the same agenda: 'It is important to do this because it breaks down human self-delusion and isolation'. 43 Like Morrison's move to explicate and expand her ideas with Rich's, Paula M. Cooey relies on women's literature throughout her work. In 'The Word Become Flesh', she seeks to demonstrate the power of touch and its place within ritual, and draws on several novels by women, including The Color Purple. In Religious Imagination and the Body, Cooey explores the relationship between the human subject as embodied imagining agent Grey removed all traces of Eliot and has Rich's 'Natural Resources' as the sole epigraph. Rich's poem informs Grey's thought throughout the poem, and she draws important symbols from it. I suggest Grey's revision is one of the many moves that feminist theologians make as they match important texts to their work and life, keeping in mind that the personal is political.
41. Heyward, Touching Our Strength, p. 85. 42. Morrison, The Grace of Coming Home, p. 188. 43. Adrienn Rich, On Lies, Secrets and Silence: Selected Prose 1966 -1976 (New York: W.W. Norton, 1979 and the human body as cultural artifact in the context of religious life and practice. She argues that 'religious traditions provide a pedagogical context for the socio-cultural transfiguration of human pain and pleasure in ways that continually recreate and destroy human subjectivity, the world within which it emerges, and the transcendent realities with which the subject seeks relation'. 44 Cooey locates the subjects for her study in the poetry of Argentinian writer Alicia Partnoy and in the paintings of her artist mother Raquel. Cooey notes that Partnoy's poetry focuses on the 'the body as the battleground over which she and her torturers struggled to lay claim to her agency', a struggle Cooey notes is expressed in religious imagery. 45 As Cooey organizes her discussion of the relation between the embodied imagining subject and the body as cultural artifact in the context of religious symbol systems, she uses Toni Morrison's fiction to test her hypothesis. Cooey also provides visuals of the female body and extended readings of it in art by Frida Kahlo and by Raquel Partnoy. She finds in this work, as in the poetry, the female artist's representation of body and subjectivity, and how these representations may be seen as disobedient to power structures even as they rely on religious symbol to map that resistance.
Finally, Bettina Aptheker supports my contention that feminist theology relies on women's literature for women's embodied experience, when, in her search for a method by which to put women at the centre of theological thinking, she remembers the difficulty with which she first read Of Woman Born-a difficulty Rich predicted in her introduction-because 'we did not know how to order women's experience as knowledge, because we had no method of "thinking in common" '. 46 Aptheker found that by drawing from women's academic and literary writing, she was able to examine how women have tried to reframe their personal experiences into new and meaningful patterns. She views women's writing-criticism, poetry, fiction, auto/ biography-as allowing insight into a broad range of women's experience and their distinct ways of seeing and interpreting the world. She further notes that 'this is not a new form of literary or art criticism', that feminist theologians' focus 'was not so much interest in the 64 Feminist Theology construction of the text as text, but, rather, in how the text-the painting, poem, story-structures our understanding of women's lives'. 47 Aptheker turns to several excerpts to 'consider the power of poetry to name and define women's experiences', and her inclusion of poetry by Teresa Paloma Acosta, Paula Gunn Allen and Marge Piercy focuses on the dailiness of women's lives and the creative process: 'Consider the stories the poems tell, the images they portray. They tell of women's work in specific and concrete detail, counseling us to remember the value intrinsic to that work in nurturing, sustaining, and recreating the human community endlessly'. 48 She concludes that her book has been about 'showing that the dailiness of women's lives structures a different way of knowing and a different way of thinking. The process that comes from this way of knowing has to be at the center of a women's politics, and it has to be at the center of a women's scholarship'. 49 Aptheker locates the practical purpose of drawing from women's poetry and stories, 'because they are layered, because more than one truth is represented, because there is ambiguity and paradox'. 50 While Aptheker focuses on the dailiness of women's lives, in particular their economic and political lives, as an epistemology, her inclusion of women's writings, like that of the theologians discussed above, begins with a view of women's literature as representative of women's embodied experience.
Hughes opens her dissertation with a reading of Schüssler Fiorenza's use of Dickinson and Rich, and foreshadowing a new state of affairs for women-and criticalspeaking out against contemporary social and religious practicesways. 52 For her part, Schüssler Fiorenza points out that she uses these poets 'because they articulate at different levels the central challenge of a feminist biblical hermeneutics. Feminist consciousness radically throws into question all traditional religious names, texts, rituals, laws, and interpretive metaphors because they all bear "our Father's names" '. 53 Taking a cue from the poets, Schüssler Fiorenza goes on to imagine herself as other women, to put herself in their place to form a speaking voice based on their experience, a strategy that is not much different from quoting 'I'm ceded'. 54 Like Dickinson, Schüssler Fiorenza tests the Bible and patriarchal religion with a feminist hermeneutics of suspicion and argues that the place of divine revelation is not in the Bible or religions traditions, but in the lives of women.
Hughes is critical of Schüssler Fiorenza's essay because it engages in the universalisation of 'all women-selves', but she notes that while Schüssler Fiorenza's essay 'does not serve as a wholly fair representation of the operation of poetics in feminist theology', it is important because it first exemplifies 'the movement in feminist theology toward poetic forms of discourse; second, it puts before us a poem which "speaks out" prophetically in various ways; and third, it draws 52. As in her examination of Johnson, Hughes finds Schüssler Fiorenza's lack of poetic explication to be a misreading; she argues 'taking Rich's caution against theological reading at face value, Schüssler Fiorenza scrupulously avoids readdressing the poem in her essay, except to borrow her title […] and then to reformulate it' (Hughes, 'Bridging Bodies of Work', p. 3). Hughes suggests that 'acknowledging the abyss of endlessly unfolding poetic meaning, the theologian passes over it via the bridge of feminist poet and critic Adrienne Rich' (Hughes, 'Bridging Bodies of Work', p. 3). Hughes concludes that 'this failure to read is profoundly appropriative and ultimately constitutes a misreading of the poem' (Hughes, 'Bridging Bodies of Work', p. 3), and she goes on to problematise Rich's reading of the poem for asserting a 'unified and universal subject in dualistic and exclusionary' terms (Hughes, 'Bridging Bodies of Work', . In light of the fact that Schüssler Fiorenza quotes only one line and incorporates both the language and critical stance of that line into her work, I suggest she does read the poetry well enough. Given that Hughes eventually finds that Dickinson's poem supports a theological reading, Schüssler Fiorenza seems justified in using it to head her essay; given Hughes's reading of the poem as prophetic, Schüssler Fiorenza's choice seems appropriate and a guide to her continued reading of feminist hermeneutics and biblical texts.
53. Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, 'The Will to Choose or to Reject: Continuing Our Critical Work', in Letty M. Russell (ed.), Feminist Interpretation of the Bible (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1985), pp. 125-36 (125-26) .
54. Schüssler Fiorenza, 'The Will to Choose or to Reject', p. 128.
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Feminist Theology attention to the problem of prophetic and ethical textual relations and other relations of "difference" in negotiating the borders of this new feminist discourse'. 55 Hughes relies on both semiotic and postmodern theory to figure poets and theologians as 'understanding that their task is prophetic '. 56 To that end, she offers her own explication of the Dickinson poem as the poet's confirmation of herself in the covenant of language. Hughes argues that, for Dickinson, will and choice are just elements obscured in layers of figurative language; 'since there is no place for Dickinson entirely outside the orders and borders of language, society, and Christianity from which to 'steal' them for her own uses, she must simultaneously deny and confirm herself in them'. 57 Hughes concludes that because Dickinson speaks out of and against her culture and out of her self, she writes as prophet. While this argument has already been made by Beth Maclay Doriani, Hughes expands on the basic premise-and explains why she is not satisfied by feminist theological readings or non-readings-by suggesting that real response to a prophetic call, 'requires a dialogical relation to the text. This means engaging the text as another speaking subject, responding to its call, and bearing a responsibility toward it. A dialogical response flows but does not close the text.
[…] Rather, it acknowledges the living breath of the poetic text and awaits or anticipates ways in which it might "talk back" '. 58 I have argued that feminist theologians write with careful and deliberate rhetorical strategies, and that their inclusion of women's writing is both a response to its call and part of their rhetoric. I have pointed out how their reliance upon women's literature, especially poetry, has enriched their thought and language, and provided interpretive opportunities for their readers, that they have listened for the text to 'talk back'. While Hughes expects feminist theologians to respond in some way to the women's literature they include, ways other than what I have described, when they do she finds their interpretive skills lacking. Her only unqualified approval of someone else's reading is of Chopp's use of the French feminists. I listed above several instances where women's poetry and fiction supplies feminist theologians with the text of women's experience. I have noted that even when using poetry solely as epigraph, feminist theologians involve the poet's language and critique in their own texts, in some 
